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softwareQ: C# - Implementing multiple
webservice methods with same signature
I'm looking for a way to implement
multiple methods with the same signature,
in order to allow for the creation of a list
of methods that will be sent as a single
request. For example, I have a webService
with a method [WebMethod] public
byte[] GetSample(string
stringToBePassed) I want to have a
GetSample1(string stringToBePassed) and
GetSample2(string stringToBePassed)
The intent is to group similar methods in
order to ease the development process, so
that I only have to write 2 methods and
not 10. How is this done in C#, or is this
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the wrong approach and there are better
methods to accomplish this? A: This is
possible if you are using the right tool for
the job. If you are developing a web
service, WCF is the right solution. You
can use the DataContractSerializer to
make this easier. A: A call to a
WebMethod will look like this:
[WebMethod(Description = "Do this and
return the result")] public string
DoThisAndReturn(string param1, int
param2) { return string.Format("{0} has
{1} as it's {2}.", param1, param2, param1
+ param2); } No, the signature is the
method name, its parameter types, and the
return type (in this case, the name, but
you can have an array or anything). The
method name is just a string. The
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description is optional; the Framework
has defaults. A: Although this may be
overkill for this particular situation,
ASP.NET Web API offers a great
framework for something like this. At
least 18 people have been killed and many
more wounded in an attack in a busy
Cairo shopping mall during the holy
Muslim fasting month of Ramadan.
Cairo: At least 18 people have been killed
and many more wounded in an attack in a
busy Cairo shopping mall during the holy
Muslim fasting month of Ramadan.
"Twelve security officers, three
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